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WHAT IS WRAC? 
We are an online writing group (screenplays/teleplays/novels) with a 
simple mission statement: support one another by way of setting and 
reaching goals throughout the year.  WRAC is our acronym for WRiter 
ACcountability.  While each individual writer will set different attainable 
goals, the hope is for all to complete at least one final draft of a project 
per year.  

Every six months, a PDF of completed projects will be compiled and 
distributed.  What follows are the projects completed between January 
and June of 2018 by WRAC writers.  During this period 30 features, 12 
teleplays, and 2 novels were written by members of The WRAC Group.  

If you are interested in reading any of the projects listed in this 
document, contact information for each writer has been provided.  

HOW CAN I JOIN WRAC? 
You can learn more about us below: 
WEB: https://www.thewracgroup.com 
TWITTER: @theWRACgroup / #WRAC18 (Follow the hashtag and 
contribute with your own experiences, questions or offer to assist.) 

If you are interested in submitting a WRAC18 project to be included in 
weekly Twitter deadlines reminders, you can submit those details here 
(https://www.thewracgroup.com/wrac-group-project-submission/). 

The WRAC GROUP is free and those of us who contribute our time, 
energy and resources do so with no other motivation than to help and 
support others.  Writing has the reputation of being a lonely endeavor 
but it doesn’t have to be. 

"I write to discover what I know." 
Flannery O’Connor
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FEATURE
4TH OF JULY 
Erin Cardiff 

Retracing the final decade of a young woman's life and abuse she's suffered 
reveals how she arrived in harm's way, while she tries desperately to protect 
her children from the danger they cannot escape.  (Based on True Events/
Drama/Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
eireu2@rocketmail.com            @EC1979 

A NATIVE LAND 
Caitlin McCarthy 

A NATIVE LAND follows the story of a black Native American police officer as 
she tries to find a local serial killer on the loose.  (Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
Barry Krost Management     @CaitlinMcWriter 
310-278-8161/barry@barrykrost.net    

BEANSTALK 
Aarthi Ramanathan 

After a troubled biracial teen inherits the magical ability to make plants grow 
and ends up accidentally unleashing bloodthirsty giants upon our world, he 
must travel back to their realm, befriend a giant and save us all.  (Family/
Fantasy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
aarthijramanathan@gmail.com    @AjRamanathan 

THE WRAC GROUP www.thewracgroup.com @theWRACgroup
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FEATURE
BETWEEN THE LINES 
Brian Gallagher 

A romance novelist who has always dreamed of writing spy fiction gets 
recruited to take over the iconic spy novel series from iconic author Winslow 
Forsythe... when he learns the iconic character Kane Strickland is actually 
based on a real spy, and gets dragged into a deadly world he thought only 
existed on the page.  (Drama/Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
briangallagherwriter@gmail.com    @GallagherMW 

BROCKTON’S SON 
Vicky Hinault 

When his son’s life is threatened by a dying criminal matriarch, a decorated 
police detective must break out the man he jailed from a maximum security 
prison in order to protect his family.  (Action/Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
hello@vickyhinault.com      @vickyhinault 

DOLINE 
Tyrone Cousin 

After a sinkhole leaves Michael and his newborn daughter stranded within an 
underground cave, they are taken in by a village of Marooners whose self-
appointed leader imprisons Michael then takes the child.  Now Michael must 
escape, rescue his daughter, and evade capture until he can find their way 
back to the surface.  (Action/Adventure) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
tyronecousin@gmail.com     @TyroneCousin 
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FEATURE
EMBEDDED 
Lindsay McRae 

An ex-CIA contractor with no friends, no family, and no loyalty is the 
seemingly perfect candidate to be implanted with a state of the art wiretap 
device and infiltrate Tacoma’s most dangerous up and coming street gang—
until he’s unexpectedly burdened by all three.  (Action/Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
lmcrae101109@gmail.com     @LindsayMcRae 

ETERNAL SOLDIER 
Gale Hansen 

Inspired by Joseph Conrad’s A Point Of Honor.  In a time of no heroes, with 
mankind fighting for its life in the never ending Resource Wars,  
Sgt. JC Sarlov forces his former protege, Sgt. Cole Swain, into an increasingly 
bitter rivalry that becomes a fight to the death.  (Action/War/Sci-Fi) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
gray@fortunatefalls.com     @Montagsdayjob 

FALL 
Shelley Gustavson 

Following a school shooting, a reclusive teacher fights to protect another 
young man from destruction when a vengeful god drives the women of her 
small town mad with grief and rage.  (Supernatural Drama/Horror) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
shelley.gustavson@gmail.com    @shelleygusto 
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FEATURE
FIELDS OF MAGNOLIA 
Samenta Agee-Bruington 

A police officer comes to terms with his past after the fatal, officer-involved 
shooting of his nephew.  (Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
samthornebooks@gmail.com            @fashionnovelist 

FROM THE DEPTHS 
Tim Westland & Rod Thompson  

The crew of a U.S. Navy guided missile destroyer fights to survive after being 
attacked by a gigantic, unstoppable deep sea creature.  With their ship 
crippled and sinking, the crew of the USS MAHAN must face down the beast, 
or be lost to the depths forever.  (Military Action Adventure/Sci-Fi) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
timwestland@hotmail.com           @timwestland 
rodthompson1980@gmail.com                   @rodthompson  

HORIZONS 
Luke Whiston 

A Syrian refugee makes a connection with a female British army officer while 
pursuing his extremist brother, becoming drawn into a larger conflict as their 
duties and faiths are tested.  (Drama/War) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
lukewhiston@hotmail.com           @LukeWhiston 
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FEATURE
INVASION TIME 
Kevin Ryan 

A famous alien crew who wrote the book on Earthling survival board a 
mothership promising the safe extermination of Earth but end up stranded on 
our planet.  (Sci-Fi) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
kevinryan333@gmail.com           @kevryanperson 

MUNGO 
Chris Dymond 

An iconic British romcom star fondly recalls on his days as a bumbling 12-year-
old in the midst of his first romantic comedy in 1969 London.  (Rom Com/
Coming-of-Age) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
dymondchris@gmail.com           @Mr_Dymond 

NO HEROES HERE 
Clint Williams 

A combat veteran forms an uneasy alliance with Russian mobsters smuggling 
guns into Canada in order to save his struggling lakefront bar.  But, when the 
business expands into human trafficking and the deal goes sour, he must call 
up his Army training to save the people he has learned to love.  (Action 
Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
clintwilliams3@gmail.com           @ClintW3 
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FEATURE
OPERATION FLAGSHIP 
Brian Gallagher 

Based on the incredible true story of one of the most successful sting 
operations in U.S. history.  In 1985, the U.S. Marshals service set up an 
elaborate sting operation where the invited wanted fugitives to accept free 
Washington Redskins tickets, which were impossible to obtain at that time. 
This is the story of how the sting happened, where 144 arrests were made that 
day.  (Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
briangallagherwriter@gmail.com          @GallagherMW 

OSCAR AND ELLA 
Lindsay McRae 

In an America reeling from WWI, and fearful of an immigrant led Communist 
rebellion, the quiet life of a Swedish cook to a high society Boston family is 
disrupted by the arrival of a charming chauffeur.  (Period Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
lmcrae101109@gmail.com           @LindsayMcRae 

OUR AMAZING JOURNEY 
TOGETHER 
Jonathan Mills 

After helping to crowdfund a Sundance hit, struggling DIY filmmaker Amy 
tracks down the movie’s director, determined to work with her whether she 
likes it or not.  (Comedy/Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
thisjonmills@gmail.com                   @lovelybokeh 
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FEATURE
PROJECT MAYHEM 
Brian Gallagher 

After watching Fight Club for the first time, Clint Maxwell and his 
documentary filmmaker friend Barton go on a quest to create a real-life 
Project Mayhem, in an effort to "reset" our effed-up country.  (Drama/Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
briangallagherwriter@gmail.com          @GallagherMW 

RHYTHM & BLUES 
John Henderson 

A shy, bullied boy gains self-confidence through the mentoring of his band 
teacher, a former blues musician with a tragic past.  (Coming-of-Age Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
johnmichaelhenderson@gmail.com          @hendersonjohnm 

SAFEGUARD
Fiona Hunnisett 

When an ex-soldier with post-traumatic stress takes on a new job as a security 
guard for a luxury department store she finds herself battling alone to save 
everyone inside as terrorists attack the store.  (Action Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
fiona.hunnisett@outlook.com           @FHunnisett 
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FEATURE
SALVATION 
Jonathan Melikidse 

1850s Utah. A mixed-blood, young woman takes her mentally-challenged 
brother across the unforgiving desert to get away from their abusive father, 
but are chased down by her betrothed: a dangerous "Gun of God," ordained 
by none other than the runaways’ self-righteous father.  (Drama/Western) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
jmelikidse@gmail.com            @jmelikidse 

SMARTIES 
Brian Gallagher 

A young man named Dylan gets recruited into a secret government program 
called Smarties, which aims to create a new society of people raised without 
pop culture and the internet.  (Drama/Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
briangallagherwriter@gmail.com          @GallagherMW 

SPRINKLE SQUAD 
Kristi Dick 

Two foolhardy brothers, with help from their mysterious ex-step-sister, must 
sprinkle their Grandma’s ashes on every ride at Disney World without getting 
caught, arrested or worse, to collect their inheritance.  (Comedy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
fickleprod@gmail.com                   @FickleProd 
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FEATURE
THE DOLL THAT BLED 
David Quiroz Jr. 

When a college students returns home for a vacation getaway with her high 
school friends, she must help them escape a masked killer hellbent on adding 
them to his grotesque collection.  (Horror) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
david.quirozjr@gmail.com           @ElDavidQuirozJr 

THE FAMILY JEWELS 
Elizabeth Ditty 

With her life thrown into a tailspin after discovering a family secret following 
her mother's death, a woman embarks on an emergency road trip in order to 
reconcile her parents' life, her own entanglements, and her relationships with 
her siblings so they can all move forward.  (Romantic Dramedy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
izzi.ditty@gmail.com                    @ditty1013 

THE FLATELY FAERIES 
Robert Milner 

Hampshire, England, 1890. When a pair of abused teenage twins discover 
faeries in their garden that will do anything they ask, they set about a 
murderous campaign to right all the wrongs in their lives...but is everything as 
it seems?  (Horror) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
manfromthezoo@gmail.com           N/A 
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FEATURE
THE SHARED CURSE 
Megan Bickel 

A fiercely independent archeologist races to harness the power of the Roman 
gods in order to sever a fatal curse that binds her to a meek woman brought 
back from Ancient Rome.  (Fantasy/Action) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
mkbickel@gmail.com            @MeganKBickel 

THE SUPERHUMAN GAMES 
Adam McCulloch 

In a future where athletes are bio-mechanically enhanced, a 100%-human 
fighter must outsmart his treacherous coach to win The Superhuman Games. 
The prize: a chance to save his sick daughter.  (Sci-Fi/Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
adam@adammcculloch.info                  @AdamJMcCulloch 

THAT NIGHT IN BUFFALO 
Arlo Thompson 

On a road trip, Hannah and Ben debate the future of their relationship while 
reminiscing about the crazy night that brought them together.  (Romantic 
Comedy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
arlothompson@gmail.com           @ArloThompson
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TELEVISION
BATTLE ROW 
Lindsay McRae 

When skilled thief and hardened criminal “Battle” Annie Walsh returns home 
to New York City’s notorious Battle Row in 1880, she finds it overrun with 
poverty, hopelessness, and brutal violence from encroaching area gangs.  In a 
daring fight to control the streets, the police, and the politicians, she unites 
the turbulent neighborhood and becomes the Queen of Hell’s Kitchen.  (One 
Hour, Period Action/Drama)   

CONTACT        TWITTER 
lmcrae101109@gmail.com     @LindsayMcRae 

BE NICE 
Alexis Adkins 

Beth reluctantly returns to her hometown continuing her scientific research, 
much to the delight of Kat, her high school best friend.  Shortly thereafter a 
series of increasingly violent crimes begin; when asked for her help, will Beth 
be able to put aside long-held grudges to use her unique skillset in assisting to 
solve a series of gruesome tortures?  (One Hour, Drama/Thriller) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
alexis@dixiemouse.com     @AlexisAdkins 

HE DON’T KNOW ME 
Alexis Adkins 

Two childhood friends open a successful bar together but when one decides  
to follow her rock and roll dreams, it threatens to destroy the bar, and their 
friendship, forever.  (One Hour, Musical Comedic Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
alexis@dixiemouse.com     @AlexisAdkins 
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TELEVISION
GAME OF THRONES - "Ice Into Fire" 
Brian Gallagher 

My version of the Game of Thrones Season 8 premiere. The Night King goes 
on the attack. Daenerys Targaryen comes to Winterfell. Jon Snow finally learns 
his true heritage. 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
briangallagherwriter@gmail.com    @GallagherMW 

GRAVES OF BROOKLYN 
Matthew Kane 

A private eye uses his ability as a medium to solve the cases the police can’t, 
while struggling to process his own grief, because mediums can’t contact their 
own loved ones.  (One Hour, Crime/Drama/Mystery) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
matthew@kane.name      @matthewkane 

HANK 
Arlo Thompson 

A struggling actress summons a demon named Hank for assistance, but 
accidentally attaches the magical being to her next-door neighbor.  (Half-
Hour, Single Cam Comedy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
arlothompson@gmail.com           @ArloThompson 
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TELEVISION
HAPPY MEDIUM 
Brian Gallagher 

Four college friends reunite at their alma mater, USC, exactly three years after 
graduating, for a fun-filled weekend of reminiscing and catching up.  But this 
story isn't about that. At all.  (Experimental Pilot, Comedy/Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
briangallagherwriter@gmail.com          @GallagherMW 

HELLCATS OF THE CARIBBEAN 
Elizabeth Ditty 

A series following the rollicking adventures of infamous pirates Anne Bonny 
and Mary Read as they barrel toward the end of the Golden Age of Piracy. 
(One Hour, Drama) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
izzi.ditty@gmail.com                     @ditty1013 

MOUNTAIN PRESS 
Arlo Thompson 

In an attempt to get to know his late father through the local town folk, an 
estranged son takes over his business, a weekly newspaper.  (One Hour, 
Dramedy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
arlothompson@gmail.com           @ArloThompson 
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TELEVISION
RICK Y MARTIN 
Barrett Stokes & Paul Schoemehl 

When the US bans nearly all imports, it tasks special agents to rid the streets 
of illicit (often delicious) contraband.  Rick and Martin are two such agents, on 
the trail of a murderous Canadian maple syrup mafia, and quickly learning 
they are in over their heads.  (Half-Hour, Comedy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
N/A               @barrettstokes  
               @paulachiever 

THE GOOD GUYS 
Debbie Moon 

1963: a selfish conman reluctantly heads to Communist Cuba to rescue his 
estranged mentor, and accidentally triggers the Cuban Missile Crisis.  (One 
Hour, Historical Crime Caper) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
Sukee Chew, Hopscotch (manager)                   @DebbieBMoon 
schew@hopscotchpictures.com                 

WELCOME TO EREHTON 
Brian Gallagher 

When a family man moves his wife and kids into his childhood home after his 
father's passing, the family starts to uncover some unusual secrets about the 
sleepy town of Erehton, Oregon.  (Half-Hour, Comedy) 

CONTACT        TWITTER 
briangallagherwriter@gmail.com          @GallagherMW 
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NOVEL
OSTRICHES AND OUTLAWS 
Erika Williams 

OSTRICHES AND OUTLAWS intersects the diary of a Civil War era outlaw with 
the present day story of a fledgling ostrich ranch and the conman who's there 
to find the outlaw's lost loot and who's determined to let nothing - not ornery 
ostriches or difficult farmers or even love - stand in his way.  (Upmarket 
Literary Fiction)   

CONTACT        TWITTER 
erika_williams@hotmail.com    @erikasblueheron 

JACKSON 
John Henderson 

Texas, 1973. After a heist in a small town goes awry, the thieves flee for the 
Mexican border, stalked by a killer hell-bent on recovering the contents of a 
safe deposit box.  (Crime Thriller)   

CONTACT        TWITTER 
johnmichaelhenderson@gmail.com   @hendersonjohnm
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